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#1 in sharing files with this inbuilt media player: now you don’t have to download an additional media player for that! #2 in new technology: just touch & drag files to the player, it will detect the format automatically, and transfer them to the desired location. #3 in simple and efficient: no more loss of time with media files to save, no more waiting with transfers to get them working. #4 in quick: transfer file, hit
start, it’s done. #5 in the future: Offload any files, image, audio, video, or any type of file, and leave all the settings for the job. #6 in affordable: a price less than one dollar. #1 in file transfer application: new technology. No more loss of time with file transfers and waiting with burning of media files. #2 in simple and efficient: just touch & drag files to the player, it will detect the format automatically, and

transfer them to the desired location. #3 in quick: transfer file, hit start, it’s done. #4 in the future: Offload any files, image, audio, video, or any type of file, and leave all the settings for the job. #5 in affordable: a price less than one dollar. #1 in file transfer application: new technology. No more loss of time with file transfers and waiting with burning of media files. #2 in simple and efficient: just touch & drag
files to the player, it will detect the format automatically, and transfer them to the desired location. #3 in quick: transfer file, hit start, it’s done. #4 in the future: Offload any files, image, audio, video, or any type of file, and leave all the settings for the job. #5 in affordable: a price less than one dollar. #1 in file transfer application: new technology. No more loss of time with file transfers and waiting with burning

of media files. #2 in simple and efficient: just touch & drag files to the player, it will detect the format automatically, and transfer them to the desired location. #3 in quick: transfer file, hit start, it’s done. #4 in the future: Offload any files, image, audio, video, or any type of file, and leave all the settings for the job.
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Automatically offload files and pictures from your camera to your hard drive or SD card. Offload files and pictures to an external storage device, such as a Compact Flash, SDHC, CompactFlash, SD, Secure Digital, 3.5" Floppy or any other external storage device. Support for more than 300 external storage devices. A/V File Management and Conversion - Transcode and Compress Videos, Movies and Images.
Automatic Transfer and Conversion - Copy, Sync and Transcode Files. PDF File Management - Convert PDF Files to a Variety of Formats. Search by keywords - Search for PDF files with keywords. Find Documents - Search for files and folders by keyword. This program supports search by the following keywords: File Name File size Last Modification Time Content Type (Text, Picture, Audio, Video) File
Extensions (PDF, PPT, TXT, DOC, DOCX, XLS, XLSX, JPG, JPE, JPEG, PNG, TIF, GIF, BMP, WMF, EMF, PSD, TGA, JPC, JPS, PS1, PS2, PS3, PS4, MOV, AVI, MPG, MPEG, RM, RMVB, MPG, MP3, ASF, FLV, FLA, F4V, AVI, MP4, WMV, ASX, WMA, WAV, CDX, ISO, ZIP, RAR, ZIP, RAM, BZ2, CPK, CAB, MTS, TNE, DVD, SVCD, VCD, CED, M2TS, MTS, MD2, MD5, SHA, SHA1,

TAR, BZH, CWH, ISO, WDB, WDB, BIN, CR2, CRW, CWW, ICF, X3F, HLP, NLM, SCR, PBM, PPM, ARW, RLV, RMX, RAF, TGA, PCD, SWF, WMV, WV, CSH, DICOM, DOC, DSC, FITS, LHA, LZH, OLE, OMZ, PC3, PCDS, PCWA, PPT, PPS, PRW, RAD, RSS, RTF, SVG, SDC, SED, TTF, PDF, PS, PS1, PS2, PS3 81e310abbf
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Automatically detects your media and shares it. It lets you transfer files from USB/SD/Thumb-Drive and works on any supported device. The program has several options to process files. Each one can be automatically set by the program if you have selected the option from the settings menu. This application is useful when you have pictures and videos that need to be transferred from the phone or tablet you use
on the road. . This software is absolutely free, but if you like this program and would like to support our efforts, you can donate to the project via PayPal. Thank you for your support! Screenshots of ShotPut Pro: Multimedia files are widely used nowadays and come in various size and quality specifications. Having to work with pictures and videos might waste some of your time until data is transferred to your
workstation. However, with applications like ShotPut Pro the process can be automated so you just plug in the storage device and the rest is taken care of. Automatic detection of devices The main advantage is that the application is able to automatically detect and offload an abundance of media files. Images and movies of various formats, as well as devices that range from Compact Flash, SDHC cards to
Panasonic P2, Alexa, RED and more. If the storage device you plug in is only used for multimedia, then through a series of adjustments, you can make the application automatically detect and offload data to a specified directory. Otherwise, you need to manually navigate to the desired location and simply drag files over the main window to get them ready for processing. Create rules for copying files What's
more, when triggering the offload, the whole process depends on selected presets you can easily create. These let you specify several output settings, such as destination path or output file naming options, which can also be enhanced with a prefix and suffix. Several other settings can be managed as well. Files can have integrity verified through methods like MD5, SHA or CRC Checksum, file size or none at all.
Alerts are issued if verification fails but this can be toggled off. Get notifications about the task In addition, a format option lets you have the storage device made as good as new when the offloading process finishes. If this task is of great importance, the application is capable of automatically sending an alert via email, with the possibility to attach the log file for details on the result. To end with Taking
everything into consideration, we can say that

What's New In?

Automatically put media files to your Dropbox and save time with the offload function. You can now copy pictures from your camera, edit them in any way and copy them to Dropbox without having to do it manually. Just click on the file, mark the destination and it will be uploaded to Dropbox at once. Auto detect devices, Copy files to folders, Load files from folders, Save files to folders, Include photos,
Include videos, Include PDFs, Include images, Include music, Include audiobooks, Include ebooks, Create rules, Enable folder completion, Enable integrity checks, Enable file size checks, Enable MD5 checks, Enable SHA checks, Enable CRC checks, Verify integrity checks on files, Verify file size on files, Verify MD5 checks on files, Verify SHA checks on files, Verify CRC checks on files, Alert for MD5
checks errors, Alert for SHA checks errors, Alert for CRC checks errors, Alert for file size errors, Alert for integrity errors, Alert for missing file, Alert for bad file, Alert for single files, Alert for file not found, Alert for file with bad size, Alert for file with bad CRC, Alert for multiple files, Alert for corrupted files, Alert for unsupported format, Alert for files with unverified integrity, Alert for files with
unverified size, Alert for files with unverified integrity, Alert for files with unverified size, Alert for missing files, Alert for duplicated files, Alert for no image or video, Alert for blank files, Alert for no audio or ebook, Alert for unknown data type, Alert for unknown file size, Alert for files without protection, Alert for files with missing data, Alert for files with damaged data, Alert for files with invalid data,
Alert for damaged files, Alert for files with errors, Alert for files with missing files, Alert for non-image files, Alert for bad links, Alert for bad URLs, Alert for wrong HTML tags, Alert for unsupported files, Alert for existing files, Alert for hidden files, Alert for unsupported file types, Alert for missing metadata, Alert for unreadable file, Alert for file with unknown codec, Alert for missing ID3 tags, Alert for
no ID3 tags, Alert for not supported codecs, Alert for files without tags, Alert for missing tags, Alert for unknown tags, Alert for tags not supported, Alert for invalid tags, Alert for missing ID3 tags on files, Alert for invalid ID3 tags on files, Alert for unsupported ID3 tags, Alert for missing album, Alert for album not found, Alert for no album, Alert for unvalid album, Alert for broken album, Alert for invalid
album, Alert for invalid album name, Alert for album name in HTML, Alert for invalid HTML tags, Alert for no HTML tags, Alert for unknown album, Alert for unknown album name, Alert for unknown title, Alert for unknown artist, Alert for unknown comment, Alert for unknown comment, Alert for broken ID3 tags on files, Alert for
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i3-2310 3.1 GHz, Intel Core i5-2410M 2.7 GHz, Intel Core i5-3470 2.8 GHz Memory: 6GB RAM Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5-3470 3.2 GHz, Intel Core i5-2410M 2.9 GHz, Intel Core i5-3470T 2
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